Award rewards energy
efficient display home

IN BRIEF
Project:
The Hargrave display home
in Canberra

A roof made from COLORBOND® steel was part of an overall design approach
following thermally efficient principles which helped this display home by the
Robinson Building Group in Fyshwick win an award for best display home over
$150,000 in the HIA’s ACT/Southern NSW 2000 awards.

ESD Award:
Robinson Building Group managing
director Phil Robinson said the ESD
design principles helped win the
Hargrave the MBA Display Home
of 2001 and HIA Home of 2001

One of Canberra’s most awarded builders has added to its long list of
successes by covering a contemporary display home with a steel roof to win
the company’s latest housing accolade.

Steel solution:
COLORBOND® steel was part of
an overall design approach which
follows thermal efficiency design
principles to minimise energy use
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Builder:
Robinson Building Group
Cladder/roofer:
James Ashton

We specified
Armour Grey
COLORBOND® steel for
the display home
because the lighter
colours work best from
an energy efficiency
perspective.
- MR PHIL ROBINSON,
ROBINSON BUILDING GROUP

COLORBOND® is a registered trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited. BlueScope is a trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited.

